CONTROLS SYMBOLS

PSH  PRESSURE SWITCH HIGH
PSL  PRESSURE SWITCH LOW
EPT  ELECTRONIC TO PNEUMATIC TRANSUDER
AT_{CO2}  CARBON DIOXIDE TRANSMITTER
AT_{CO}  CARBON MONOXIDE TRANSMITTER
AT_{OC}  OCCUPANCY SENSOR
LTCP  LOCAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL PANEL
Hvac  HVAC CONTROL PANEL
VSMC  VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR CONTROLLER
ECC  INTEGRATE CONTROL POINT ON REMOTE GRAPHICS WORKSTATION AT ENERGY CONTROL CENTER
TC  TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER. SEE SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
PC  PRESSURE CONTROLLER. SEE SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
SC  SPEED CONTROLLER. SEE SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
FC  FLOW CONTROLLER. SEE SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
FSH  FLOW SWITCH HIGH
FSL  FLOW SWITCH LOW
KC  TIME CLOCK CONTROLLING EQUIPMENT ON A SCHEDULE